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Let (A’, C PC) be a e-finite measure space and T: X-r X a measurable transforma- 
tion. We give an explicit isometric isomorphism between the weighted composition 
operator induced bya purely dissipative transformation z and an operator weighted 
shift. We use this to construct examples ofsubnormal w.c.o.‘s. We show that if a
conservative ransformation r s onsingular, or even if the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative h =dpo~-‘/dp is r-‘Z measurable, then the composition operator 
induced byr on L* is hyponormal precisely when h is r-invariant. Combined with 
the invariance of the conservative and dissipative parts from the Hopf decomposi- 
tion the analysis of C, for non-singular z is simplified. Finally we show that 
weighted composition operators whose weights are multiplicative coboundaries are 
isometrically isomorphic to the composition operator induced bythe same transfor- 
mation on the same space with an equivalent measure This implifies th  analysis 
of certain examples. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
The question of when a composition operator or aweighted composition 
operator acting onan L* space belongs toany of the subclasses of the 
semi-normal class has been attacked with some success in the last live years 
or so (see also [W], 1978). Various conditions have been given, mostly in 
terms of relationships between the underlying transformation, an associated 
Radon-Nikodym derivative, and an associated conditional expectation 
operator, which characterize those composition andweighted composition 
operators which are normal and quasinormal [W,Ca-J, Ca-Jc], subnormal 
[Lal], and hyponormal ([La2], see also [H-W, Ca-D]). Inthis paper we 
show that his analysis maybe made simpler ifone takes into account the 
Hopf decomposition for the underlying transformation, whichbasically 
says that for every reasonable transformation the underlying measure space 
may be partitioned i totwo pieces sothat he transformation cts conser- 
vatively on one piece and is dissipative on the other (see Section I). For 
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purely dissipative ransformations we give an explicit description of the 
induced operators as operator weighted shifts. This allows u to construct 
explicit examples ofnon-isometric subnormal composition operators. For 
conservative ransformations, at least inthe invertible cas , we show that 
whenever the induced operator ishyponormal itis automatically normal. 
Combined with the invariance of the conservative and dissipative parts for 
invertible transformations, this makes determining semi-normality for he 
induced operator much easier. Finally weshow that weighted composition 
operators whose weights are multiplicative coboundaries are isometrically 
isomorphic to the composition operator induced by the same trans- 
formation and an equivalent measure. We show how this implifies th  
determination of subnormality for the well-known examples due to Cowen 
[Co], which are also considered by Gavruta [G]. 
We thank Alan Lambert for many interesting and useful discussions 
concerning this work. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, C, p) denote a a-finite measure space and r: X + X a measurable 
transformation of X onto itself. We adopt he terminology f Krengel [K], 
as follows. z is called null preserving ifthe measure p 0 t--I is absolutely 
continuous with respect top. In this case we set h= dp 0 z - ‘/dp. An 
invertible nu l-preserving r for which r-l is also null-preserving is called 
non-singular. We take r- ‘Z as the relative completion of the a-algebra 
generated by (r - ‘A: AE C}. A measurable set A is called t-invariant if 
r - ‘A = A, and T-absorbing f Ac r - ‘A. A measurable set W is called 
wandering if { rek W> kaO are disjoint. T is called conseruatiue if there exists 
no wandering set of positive m asure. This is equivalent to every 
absorbing set being invariant (up to a nullset), and also to r - ‘A E A 
implies p(A\r-‘A) = 0 (A EC). r is measure preserving f p 0r-l = p, i.e., 
if p is r-invariant. Measure-preserving tra sformations will be called 
endomorphisms. If r is an invertible endomorphism and z- ’ is also 
endomorphism then ris called anautomorphism. 
For each pb 1 let Lp = LP(X, C, p) and let E: Lp -+ Lp denote the 
so-called conditional expectation operator with respect tosub-o-algebra 
r- ‘Z (see [La2, Ca-J] for discussion of properties of E). Composition with 
r induces a bounded (linear) operator C,on Lp if and only if his in L”, 
and in this case 1) C,)I = JlhlJ 2. 
Given ameasurable function p: X -+ @, define the weighted composition 
operator (w.c.o.) Tr,P with symbol tand weight p by 
Tr,,fb) = P(X) f(e)), fELP. 
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Usually r and p are understood an we just write T. The operator norm 
of T is (IT/ = I(hE((plp)oz -‘I[ z (see [Ca-J] for adiscussion of E(.) or-’ 
when r is non-invertible). Al  of our w.c.o.3 will be bounded. For WE C we 
will have occasion tomap an LP(X) function g into LP( W) by simply 
writing xwg, where xw is the characteristic function ofW, and we will 
extend an L*(W) function f to an Lp(X) function by writing xwf: The 
meaning is clear inboth cases. For a general Banach space E we denote by 
[ @ Z, E], the lp direct sum of E, which is itself a Banach space. 
I. THE HOPF DECOMPOSITION AND PURELY DISSIPATIVE TRANSFORMATIONS 
The following maybe found in [K]. 
Hopf Decomposition. If z is null-preserving then there exists a decom- 
position of X into disjoint measurable sets C and D, the conservative part
and the dissipative part, so that 
(i) C is r-absorbing. 
(ii) the restriction of r to C is conservative. 
(iii) D = x\C is an at most countable union of wandering sets. 
If r is non-singular thenC is t invariant dthere exists a wandering set 
Wwith D=U?,zkW. 
Thus for a non-singular r one may split Lpinto complementary sub- 
spaces LP( C) and Lp(D) where ach subspace isinvariant forC,, and the 
analysis of C, reduces tothe separate analysis of the conservative and dis- 
sipative parts. We will show that his approach may be used to easily deter- 
mine semi-normality properties of C,. First we deal with the dissipative 
part hen return tothe conservative cas . 
Given anull-preserving r, a set WE Z will be called a issipative set for 
r if W satisfies th e 4 conditions: 
0) A WI > 0. 
(ii) {zkW:kEZ} c.Z. 
(iii) p(rkWnGW)=O ifj#k. 
civ) x= Uks H rk W, up to a nullset. 
If r possesses a dissipative set itis called a purely dissipative transforma- 
tion. (By the Hopf decomposition, purely dissipative is equivalent to C = @ 
for nonsingular transformations.) 
EXAMPLES. (1) X= (0, co ), C = Bore1 sets, p =m = Lebesgue m asure, 
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r: x--+ ax for fixed a> 1. Then W= (1, c(), or any of its images under 
integral powers of r, is dissipative for .
(2) X= [0, 11, C= Bore1 sets, p= m, z(x) = 2x if XE [0, l/3), 
z(x) =(x + 1)/2 otherwise. Then W = (l/3,2/3), or any of its images under 
integral powers of r, is dissipative for .
(3) (X, C, m) as in example (2). Let K be any non-empty closed 
nowhere dense subset ofX; then the complement ofK consists of acount- 
able collection of disjoint open intervals. Define r by acting oneach of 
these intervals by a scaled version fthe transformation defi ed in example 
(2). Choose a dissipative set for each subinterval and take their disjoint 
union to obtain a dissipative set for . 
(4) Choose (X, C, m) as in example (1) and let K,, K, be disjoint 
Cantor sets (each with measure 0) in [0, 11. Define z by mapping K1 onto 
K2, K, onto [0, 1]\K2, [0, l]\(K, u K2) onto [l, 21, and mapping x to 
x + 1 for all x2 1. The reader may verify that [0, l]\K, is dissipative for 
r, but that z-’ W is not, because ithas measure 0. 
Purely dissipative ransformations have the simplest l-stack structure 
possible, a single infinite stack where zsimply moves each level tothe next. 
Example (4) shows that for general null-preserving 7, it may be important 
to known the center of the stack. For non-singular 7 wehave a stack 
picture where ach level of the stack has positive measure and is itself a 
dissipative set.W remark that such astack picture n ed not imply that 7 
is invertible. Given rand such astack, map any fixed level onto itself by 
a non-invertible endomorphism ofitself, and leave the other levels fixed. 
The transformation obtained byfollowing 7 with this transformation is 
purely dissipative and non-invertible. 
The following proposition shows in a direct way how to analyze w.c.o.‘s 
with purely dissipative symbols as operator weighted shifts. This proposi- 
tion generalizes an xample in [Co], which is in fact he motivation f r
considering it. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose T: Lp -+ Lp is a W.C.O. with a non-singular 
purely dissipative z and let W be a dissipative setfor T. If E = 
[ @ Z, Lp( W)],, then there xists aninvertible isometry U mapping E onto 
Lp(X) and a sequence (rk} of multiplication operators on Lp( W) so that for 
each f= ( fk) EE, 
Proof: We will construct U and {rk}. To motivate he constructions, 
41X/159/2-16 
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observe that since h> 0 a.e., the map f + f 0 z/h’lpo r is a well-defined 
isometry ofLp. Given f= (fk) E E, define Uf(x) = g(x) by
f&%) [ fi h(Gx)]-“‘, 
g(x)= .m), 
I 
XCZ-~W, k>O 
j=l 
XEW 
fk(rkX) rfi' h(r jx)]“‘, 
j=O 
x E zCkW, k< 0 
U is linear, ndsince 
to see that U is isometric it senough to verify that for each kwe have 
I (7-b) 1 glp 4 = j-,fk dcL. 
When k = 0 this is clear; for k> 0 we have 
after applying the change of variable formula k times. The calculation for 
k < 0 is similar. Theinverse ofU is given by 
g(x) = { (Xwb)(XL k=O, gELP(X) 
Finally wepoint out that direct alculation sh ws that for f= (fi) E E, 
(u-‘TU(fj))k=rk-1fk-,, 
where rk is multiplication by ~~hoz-~po~-(~+~). g 
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Thus the analysis of the operator p operties nduced by purely dis- 
sipative transformations reduces to the corresponding a alysis of
(operator) weighted shifts. Here are some examples with allow us to 
display various semi-normal w.c.o.‘s when the symbol is purely dissipative. 
EXAMPLE. Weighting a purely dissipative ransformation to obtain a 
subnormal w.c.o.: Suppose that 7 is purely dissipative on X and let IV be 
any choice for adissipative set.L t t’W= Wi, i E Z. 
DEFINITION. A measurable function f is said to be constant on levels if
f,=flw, isconstant. Theset of such functions will be denoted by9. 
In this example we show that if h (= dp 0 7~ ‘/dp) is constant on levels 
then we may easily find afamily offunctions p which are also constant on 
levels sothat T,,, is subnormal for each such p. Specific examples oftrans- 
formations 7 for which is constant on levels include examples (l)-( 3)of 
this ection. Thepoint is that certain operator moment conditions reduce 
to scalar ones, which may be used to solve for p. We point out that while 
necessary ndsufficient co ditions forthe subnormality of c.o.‘s areknown 
[Lal], no such characterization for w.c.o.‘s is known. 
The definitions of Yp” and 9’ are clear. Itis useful tonote that if , g 
are both in 9, then (fg)k = fk g,. E is the identity on 9, and hence we 
may define f 07~’ for each fin 9 (we are not assuming invertibility of 7). 
For fE9 we have [foz]j=fj+l and[fo7mm’]j=f,-1. It follows that 7 
acts as a bilateral (unweighted) shift on$P*, aweighted l* space. 
Let p > 0 be constant onlevels. We want Tp,r to be subnormal nd 
I14wp21)~7-’ (1 m= (1 TI( *= 1. Thus the condition we need is 
sup (h,p:-,} = 1. (1) 
k 
According tothe shift model in Proposition 1 a d Ivanovski’s charac- 
terization of subnormal operator weighted shifts [Iv], T is subnormal 
precisely when there exists a positive op rator valued measure (p.o.m.) v” on
[O, 11, with 1in the support, so that hese conditions hold: 
n-1 
&/ n ha7-k(x)po7-(k+‘) (x) 
k=O I 
I= jol t*” dV, n2 1, (2) 
I= ild?, s (3) 0 
h~zk(X)po7k-yX) n>, 1. (4) 
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Here, Zis the identity operator on Z,*(W). Applying the arithmetic of 9 
and the shift property ofzto the left hand sides of (2) and (4), we see that 
these operator conditions areequivalent to the scalar conditions 
(2)’ 
l= ‘ldv 
s 
,fJkp;pl,-‘=; t-*“dv, n24 
(3)’ 
(4)’ 
where vis a positive bore1 probability measure on [0, l] with 1 in the 
support. set ak = hk$ 1 > 0 for kE iz. The above conditions reduce to 
sup {cl/J = 1
k 
(1) 
“fi’ aek = j-; t*” dv, 
k=O 
na 1, 
[&xk]-‘=,d t-*“dv, n>l, 
(2)’ 
(4’) 
and (3)’ remains unchanged. These conditions have two basic parameters, 
the measure v and the sequence { lk}. Note that {hk} is known and thus 
{elk} determines {Pk}. Let 6, denote a point mass at x. Any purely atomic 
probability v on [O, l] may be written asv = Czo wi S, where 0<xi < 1, 
06 wi for all iand xi”=, wi= 1. We will show that any such v also 
satisfying 
(ml) x0=1 
(m2) wo>O 
(m3) xi>q>O for all i
gives rise to a sequence {&&} satisfying (1) and (2)‘-(4)’ above. Thus the 
family of such v gives rise to a family ofweight functions p so that T is 
subnormal for each pin the family. 
Suppose v satisfies (mlt(m3) and consider (2)‘. Then 
s 
1 
o<cr,= t*dv= f w,x;<l. 
0 r=O 
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Inductively w  have 
o<a_ =C,Z0WiX?+2<1 
n C1lO_OWiXp ’ . 
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(5) 
Because lim, _m Cy=, ~,xf” = wo we have 
lim c(-.=l. (6) n+cc 
With the same v consider (4)‘. Then l/a, = jh t-* dv = X20 wix;* 3 1. By 
(m3), the series converges. Inductively 
1 ci”=o WiX,T2n 
G==zo WiX;-I)a I. (7) 
By construction {c+}and v satisfy (2)’ - (4)‘, and by (5)-(7), {ak} satisfies 
(1). Since ak = h,p: _i and hk > 0 for all kwe let pkp, =\llkjhk and obtain 
a p so that T,,, is subnormal onL2(X). 
Remark. It is also clear that when h is constant on levels, checking for 
normality or hyponormality of C, reduces tochecking the conditions for
the scalar weighted shift with weight sequence {hk}. 
EXAMPLE. Simplifying determination of subnormality: Let z be a non- 
singular pu ely dissipative ransformation; h s notassumed to be constant 
on levels. Theknown condition f r the subnormality of C,[Lal] is that 
u-I;= 1 W’x)} . is a scalar moment sequence for a.e. x Given alevel Wione 
may check this for a.e. x on that level, but then one must move backward 
through the stack to check this for a.e. x on each level. What our shift 
model allows one to do is fix alevel, say W, then check the conditions (2)
and (4) above (with p= 1) for only that level. Thus we trade 1direction 
but countably many levels for 1level and two directions. The reader may 
find this interesting o apply to example (2) above, which is not subnormal. 
II. THE CONSERVATIVE CASE 
The following lemma is mentioned asan exercise n [P, p. 1261. For the 
sake of completeness w  include our solution: 
LEMMA. Suppose z is conservative. Th nany real-valued m asurable 
function f satisfying f 0 T <f a.e. satisfies f 0 t= f a.e. 
Proof. For each real number /? let A, = {x: f(x) < fl} and 2, = 
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(x:for(x)</?). ThenAg=r -IA,. Since f or<f a.e. we have AB~~-‘AB 
(up to a nullset). The conservativity of r implies that A,=z-‘A, (up to a 
nullset), and hence A,=A”, (up to a nullset). 
Similarly forGIE R if B, = {x: f(x)>ct} and B, = (x: for(x)> a> then 
B,=z-lB, and z-‘B,E B,, so again by conservativity B,=z-lB, =B, 
(up to nullsets). 
Now for a< /l, IX, /? EU& the sets {x: CI <f(x) <B} and (x: a<f(x) </?} 
coincide up to nullsets, and hence f= f 0 z a.e. 1
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose z is conservative. 
(1) If h is z - ‘Z measurable th n C, is quasinormal if nd only if C, 
is hyponormal. 
(2) If z is non-singular thenC, is normal if and only if C, is 
hyponormal, 
Proof: Quasinormality and normality mply hyponormality in any case. 
If C, is hyponormal then h> 0 a.e. and h 0 zE( l/h) G 1 a.e. [La2]. If h is 
r-‘Z measurable then E( l\h) = l\h so that ho z < h a.e. By the previous 
lemma, h0 t = h a.e. and C, is quasinormal. This proves (1). If r is non- 
singular, E = identity, so again hOT <h a.e. and by the previous lemma, 
h 0 r = h a.e. and C, is normal. This proves (2). m 
This proposition is i teresting in that it considerably simplifies th  com- 
putation needed to determine the subnormality of a composition operator 
induced by a conservative transformation, pr vided one of the two 
hypotheses holds. The only previously known necessary and sufficient 
condition f rthe subnormality of C,which was tied directly o r and h was 
that (h,(x)}, where h,(x) = dp 0 z-“/dp, isa moment sequence for almost 
every x. For general r and h this condition obviously ma be impossible to 
check, and in any case is more difficult to check than h= h 0 r. Combining 
Propositions 1 a d2 with the Hopf decomposition a clear strategy merges 
for determining theseminormality of any non-singular composition 
operator C,. On (the invariant se ) C simply check whether h = ho r and 
on (the invariant se ) D compute the multiplication we ghts and apply 
known shift criteria forsemi-normality. 
III. ISOMETRIC EQUIVALENCE OF W.C.O.‘s TO CO.3 
We consider conditions  p which guarantee that W.C.O. T= T,,, is 
isometrically equivalent to a composition operator nsome equivalent 
measure space. Any measurable function of the form g/g 0r will be called 
a coboundary. A linear operator V on an Lp-space ispositive f 30 implies 
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Vf > 0 for all f~ Lp. The following proposition generalizes and provides a 
generalized converse toan observation of Frankfurt [F]: 
PROPOSITION 3. In the notation above, suppose that h is strictly positive, 
z -‘Z = C, and p is a coboundary. Set dv = (I g( p 0 z/h 02) dp. Then T,,, is 
isometrically equivalent to C, on Lp(v). 
Conversely, suppose that (X, C, p) and (Y, G?‘, v)are Lebesgue spaces. 
With t, h as in the first half of this proposition andp > 0, suppose that here 
exists a composition operator C = C, on Lp( Y, 99, v), and a positive isometry 
V: Lp(u) -+ Lp(v), so that 
V-‘CV= T. 
Then 4 is conjugate oz, &‘.B = 28, and p is a coboundary. 
Proof If p=g/goz, define V:L”(p)+ Lp(v) by Vf(x)=(f or/goz)(x). 
Direct alculations showthat V is an isometry onto the z-~C measurable 
functions i  LP(v), and by hypothesis, r- ‘Z= L’, so that V is a surjective 
isometry. I/-’sends f to of 0 z ~ ‘, and one may calculate directly o see that 
VTVV ‘f = C, f for each fE Lp(v). 
To prove the conserve w observe that from the hypotheses w  may 
deduce that here xists a measurable, almost-everywhere bijective point 
mapping I& Y + X satisfying II/ -‘C= 9? so that 
Vf= f”* 
ql’p 0 l+h’ f ELP(P)? 
where q= dv 0 1,9 - ‘/du >0 a.e. on X. Then 
v-‘c&-f ,ql/p f09w0*P’ 
q~‘~oljo~o*-~’ f E LP(P). 
On the other hand Tf = of 0 r. If p is finite then fz 1 is in LP(u) and we 
have that p= q’lp/qlip 0 $0 I$ 0$ ~ ’ a.e. Dividing bythis term we have that 
f~z=f++$-‘, all fELP. 
From this it follows that T= $0 4 0 @’ (a.e. p), and hence ~+-‘g =9, 4 is 
conjugate to t, and p = qllp/qllp 0 z; i.e., p is a coboundary. 
In case pis infinite (a-finite) we use the fact that r-‘Z = .Z. For every set 
A E Z with finite measure we may find aset BE C so that ~(r P’BdA) =0, 
i.e., that xe 0 r = xA a.e. By applying standard approximation echniques an 
argument similar to the one just given yields the desired result. [ 
This proposition may be used to simplify the analysis ofcertain 
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examples: in principle, a composition operator should be easier toanalyze 
than a weighted composition operator. Thefollowing examples have 
weights which are easily recognized as coboundaries. In general, however, 
determining whether a given function is acoboundary isanon-trivial and 
interesting problem (see, for instance, [L-S]). 
EXAMPLE 1 (Cowen [Co]). X= (0, co) with Lebesgue m asure m on 
the Lebesgue m asurable sets, r(x) =ax for a > 1, and p(x) =eBX where 
B = (1 - a)/2. Aspart of a larger investigation, Cowen shows that T= T,,, 
acting on L* is subnormal by demonstrating thespecific unitary 
equivalence between T and a bilateral operator weighted shift, described in 
general for w.c.o.‘s with purely dissipative symbols in Section I of this 
paper. He then shows that his hift satisfies the two-sided operator 
moment conditions forubnormality due to Ivanovski [Iv]. 
We observe that p(x) = g(x)/g(rx) where g(x) =ex’*. Thus T is unitarily 
equivalent to C, on L*(X, p), where dp = aelxx d . To check that C, is 
subnormal weneed only veify the one-sided scalar moment due to Lambert 
[Lal]: if h,=dpoz-“/dp, then {h,(~)},,~ is a moment sequence for a.e. 
x. For an invertible transformation r, h,(x) =h(x) .h(rr’x) . ..h(r-“+lx). 
In this case h(tdkx) = (l/a) exp((x/ak)( 1 -a)), so that 
h”(x)=~exp(-ax(l-(~~))=~exp(-xa)~~(i!)-l(ax)’a~” 
= jzo (j!)-’ exp( -xa)(ax)‘(a’-‘-“‘*)*“. 
Thus h,(x) = J; t*” d/i,(t), where px(t) = c,YO (j!))’ exp( -xa)(ax)j 
6,-j- I),&). 
EXAMPLE 2. We observe that this technique also applies tothe 
semigroup T, acting onL*( 0, co ), dx), 
TJlx) = e (ol/*)r+(l/*)(l--e’)xf(erX), 
considered by P. Gavruta in [Gal where he shows that he subnormality 
of 
&f(n) =
follows from that of (T,},,,. One sees immediately that {e(-OL’*)T,} 
is a W.C.O. with a coboundary weight, and the one-sided scalar moment 
conditions again apply. 
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